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Yunxuejicheng is written by Zhang Fu in 1460 and belongs to the group of rhyme books 
represented by Hongwuzhengyun, while Jiaotaiyun is written by Lv Kun in 1603 in the official 
language area of Ming Dynasty. The phonetic system of both books has been systematically 
studied , yet the interrelationship between them hasn’t been touched until today. By totally 
comparative study on the Yuntu of both books, this paper proves that Yunxuejicheng is the 
blueprint of Jiaotaiyun in writing ideas, writing styles, the separation and combination of Yunbu, 
the difference and sameness of the representing characters of Xiaoyun, etc., and discusses 
the influence of Yunxuejicheng on Jiaotaiyun’s phonetic system in writing ways. 
There are five chapters in this paper: 
The first chapter is a introduction which has four sections. The first section points out the 
writing and compiling problems of the book from a guess of Professor Yang Xiufang, judges 
Prof. Li Xinkui’s view that Jiaotaiyun originates from several books and decides the 
relationship of the two books from Jiaotaiyun itself. The second section introduces the research 
results of both books by former researchers. The third chapter introduces the value of this study. 
The fourth section introduces this paper’s study ways and designs. 
The second chapter is a comparison between the two books on compiling and writing ideas 
and styles. Both books strives to tell people the Zhengyin in their minds, while because the 
difference of time and area the author lives in, there are both big sameness and small 
differences. This study finds out that they have much in common like making rhyme as the 
outline, the closeness of the four tones, marking out Fanqie, and so on. Their difference lies in that 
Jiaotaiyun cuts out Wuyinqingzhuo, doesn’t mark initial consonant, separating Yangyun and 
Yinyun, and rebuilding the Fanqie system. 
The third chapter compares the Yunbu of the two books. 
The first section, based on the material of Jiaotaiyun and starting from the order, amount and 
separation and combination of Yunbu, finds out that the simple or compound vowel system of the 
two books has a strong correspondence and further proves that Jiaotaiyun belongs to the groups of 
Zhengyun. 
The second section is a comparing analysis of the representing characters of Xiaoyun. This 
section analyses the representing characters of Xiaoyun of the corresponding Yunbu of the two 
books and the differences and sameness of every rhyme, and get similar rates by using chart. 


















makes a comparison on the rhyme system’s features of both books from initial consonant system, 
simple or compound vowel system and tone system, and finds out the influence of Yunxuejicheng 
on Jiaotaiyun’s rhyme system. 
The fifth chapter is the conclusion. According to the above discussions, we can find out that 
Jiaotaiyun is written on the blueprint of Yunxuejicheng and makes some big changes, it is to 
totally understand the worth of Jiaotaiyun that we study on the interrelationship of the two 
books, and it offers the ground on which we can further demonstrate Jiaotaiyun belongs to the 
group of Official language rhyme books. 
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第一章   绪 论 























 <一>、相同点:  
 
① 杨秀芳《论<交泰韵>反映的一种明代方音》汉学研究 1987 年 


































































































































                                                 





































































































第一章   绪 论 
 
 
 《集成》 《韵会》 《正韵》 《广韵》 
反切 韵部 反切 韵部 反切 韵部 反切 韵部 同 
徒红 东 徒东 东 徒红 东 徒红 东 
通 他红 东 他东 东 佗红 东 他红 东 
释 施隻 陌 施隻 陌 施隻 陌 施隻 昔 
石 裳隻 陌 常亦 陌 裳隻 陌 常隻 昔 
勿 文拂 质 文拂 勿 文拂 质 文弗 物 
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